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Abstract

Metabolite profiling using 1H nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy was used to investigate the metabolic
changes associated with deletion of the gene for the
transcriptional coactivator p300 in the human colon carci-
noma cell line HCT116. Multivariate statistical methods
were used to distinguish between metabolite patterns that
were dependent on cell growth conditions and those that were
specifically associated with loss of p300 function. In the
absence of serum, wild-type cells showed slower growth, which
was accompanied by a marked decrease in phosphocholine
concentration, which was not observed in otherwise isogenic
cell lines lacking p300. In the presence of serum, several
metabolites were identified as being significantly different
between the two cell types, including glutamate and gluta-
mine, a nicotinamide-related compound and glycerophospho-
choline (GPC). However, in the absence of serum, these
metabolites, with the exception of GPC, were not significantly
different, leading us to conclude that most of these changes
were context dependent. Transcript profiling, using DNA
microarrays, showed changes in the levels of transcripts for
several enzymes involved in choline metabolism, which might
explain the change in GPC concentration. Localized in vivo
1H NMR measurements on the tumors formed following s.c.
implantation of these cells into mice showed an increase in
the intensity of the peak from choline-containing compounds
in the p300� tumors. These data show that NMR-based
metabolite profiling has sufficient sensitivity to identify the
metabolic consequences of p300 gene deletion in tumor cells
in vitro and in vivo . (Cancer Res 2006; 66(15): 7606-14)

Introduction

The nuclear protein p300 is a transcriptional coactivator, which
possesses intrinsic acetyltransferase activity and is closely related
to cyclic AMP-responsive element binding protein (CREB)–binding
protein (1). The two proteins share many biological roles but are
not isofunctional. Previous data suggest that both p300 and CREB-

binding protein are involved in a number of different pathways,

which affect cell cycle control, apoptosis, differentiation, and
proliferation. Despite the large volume of published data, analysis

of p300 function has not been straightforward for several reasons.

First, there are a large number of cellular targets known to be
associated with it. Second, it is often difficult to separate the

functional specificity of p300 and CREB-binding protein. In fact,

few studies even attempt to make the distinction despite mounting

evidence that the homologues do play separate roles. Supporting
this fact, it is evident that p300 and CREB-binding protein are

mutated in different epithelial tumor types, suggesting different

roles in carcinogenesis (2–5). Thus, it would be useful to have a
comprehensive method for assessing the overall global effect of

p300 gene deletion on cellular physiology. This would both define a

phenotype for p300 deletion and give possible new insights into the
cellular function of the protein.
Transcriptomic analysis using cDNA microarrays could be useful

both in detecting changes in the overall transcription network
consequent to p300 deletion and in identifying novel p300
targets and pathways. However, identifying changes at the
transcript level may be insufficient to delineate the global cellular
effect of p300 disruption. There may be changes in cell physiology
that are not represented at the level of the transcriptome, either
because of posttranslational modification of proteins or because
of the metabolic compensation that can result from network
rearrangements (6). Comprehensive studies have shown a low
degree of correlation between mRNA levels and actual protein
concentrations (7, 8).
An alternative strategy for global cellular analysis involves the

various techniques that can be collectively termed metabolic
profiling or metabolomics. Metabolomics specifically refers to
the comprehensive analysis and statistical interpretation of the
complement of small-molecule metabolites in a biological sample.
As such, it could be used as a complementary functional genomics
technique that allows a direct assessment of the effects of genetic
changes on cellular physiology and can add a great deal to the
interpretation of transcript profile data (e.g., refs. 9–11). The two
major analytic platforms for metabolomics are mass spectrometry
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (12).
NMR-based methods have been important in oncology because

of the potential of using in vivo magnetic resonance spectroscopy
for noninvasive diagnosis; previous work has included attempts to
define biochemical markers associated with different tumor types,
as well as the use of pattern-recognition methods for automated
diagnosis (e.g., refs. 13–15; reviewed in ref. 16). Furthermore, it has
been postulated that metabolomic data might be used to generate
new testable hypotheses about biological mechanism (e.g., in
understanding the mechanism of drug action or the function of a
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specific gene product). Unfortunately, this has remained difficult
thus far, as there is neither a general model that comprehensively
relates metabolite profile changes to genomic/proteomic informa-
tion nor any widely applicable method for generating hypotheses
from metabolomic data. However, based on experiments in the
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae , it has been suggested that the
congruence of metabolite patterns in strains deleted for two
different genes might indicate that these genes affect similar areas
of cellular metabolism. Therefore, if the function of one of the
genes is already known, then the function of the second unknown
gene might be inferred (17). The identity of the specific metabolites
perturbed by gene deletion might also lead to testable hypotheses
on mechanism. For example, tumors deficient for hypoxia-
inducible factor 1h were found to have reduced ATP concen-
trations. Changes in the concentration of other metabolites,
particularly a reduction in glycine, led to the hypothesis that
the increased glycolytic activity of cancer cells may be used to
provide extra glycine as an essential substrate for ATP (purine)
synthesis (18, 19).
The aims of this study were twofold: first, to determine whether

metabolic profiling had sufficient specificity to differentiate
between a pair of isogenic cell lines that differ by a single gene;
second, to define a metabolic signature that could define p300
gene deletion under differing contexts, which might give new
insights into p300 function, and to compare this signature with
transcriptomic data. In these experiments, we used p300-deficient
(p300�) cells, which had been previously generated by homologous
recombination–mediated gene targeting in the colorectal carcino-
ma cell line HCT116 (3).

Materials and Methods

Maintenance and growth of cell lines. HCT116 (American Type

Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) and its derivatives were cultured in

McCoy’s 5A medium with 10% FCS and penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen,

Paisley, United Kingdom). p300 gene targeting was done as previously

described (3). The single expressed p300 allele in HCT116 was targeted
by homologous recombination resulting in cells null for any expressed

p300 protein. p300� stock cultures were propagated in the presence of

500 Ag/mL G418 (Sigma, Cambridge, United Kingdom). All experiments

were done in the absence of antibiotic selection using three independently
targeted p300� clones. Serum depletion was carried out by growing cells

to 40% confluence, then replacing the medium with serum-free DMEM

(Invitrogen). Cells were incubated in serum-free medium for a further

48 hours before harvesting.
Tumor implantation. HCT116 and p300� cells ( from a single clone;

1 � 106) were implanted s.c. in severe combined immunodeficient mice.

When they had reached a size of f150 mm3, the tumors were examined

using localized 1H NMR and 31P NMR spectroscopy and then excised
for metabolite extraction. Procedures were carried out under the authority

of project and personal licenses issued by the Home Office, United

Kingdom.
Metabolite extraction. Cells grown in serum-enriched medium were

harvested at 70% confluence and cells grown in serum-free medium were

harvested 48 hours after medium change. Ten 14-cm plates were extracted

sequentially using the same 10-mL aliquot of ice-cold 6% HClO4 and the
acid extract combined to give a single replicate. Combined extracts were

centrifuged to remove cell debris and the supernatant neutralized using

2 mol/L K2CO3. The solution was then left for 30 minutes on ice before

centrifuging to remove precipitated KClO4. The supernatant was lyophilized
and then dissolved in 0.65 mL of 0.1 mol/L phosphate buffer (pH 7.0)

containing 0.5 mmol/L sodium trimethylsilyl-2,2,3,3-tetradeuteroproprio-

nate in 2H2O, and 0.6 mL of the supernatant was transferred to a 5-mm
NMR tube. All samples for analysis were obtained in triplicate for each

experimental condition (i.e., three separate samples each for HCT116 and

the three independently derived p300� clones). For 31P NMR, the samples

used for 1H NMR were combined for each cell line, treated with Chelex-100
ion exchange resin, lyophilized, and then dissolved in 4 mL of 50 mmol/L

triethanolamine buffer (pH 8.0) containing 5 mmol/L EDTA.

NMR spectroscopy. Spectra were acquired using a Varian INOVA

spectrometer equipped with a 9.4-T Oxford Instruments magnet. The
resonance frequency for 1H was 400 MHz. For the one-dimensional 1H

spectra, 64 transients were acquired across a spectral width of 8 kHz into

32K data points using the NOESY pulse sequence: relaxation delay-90-
t1-90-tm-90-acquire; relaxation delay = 1.5 seconds, t1 = 4 ms, tm = 150 ms.

Figure 1. Representative 1H NMR spectrum of a perchloric acid extract of HCT116 cells. Assigned resonances are labeled on the plot. A, aromatic region of the
spectrum; B, aliphatic region of the spectrum. The vertical scale of the aromatic region is increased 5-fold compared with the aliphatic region.
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The water resonance was suppressed by low power irradiation during the

tm and relaxation delay periods. An additional delay of 1 second was added

before relaxation delay, which, with an acquisition delay of 1.95 seconds,
gave a total recycle time of 4.45 seconds. The sample temperature was 303 K

and samples were spun at 16 Hz. The spectra were multiplied by an

exponential apodization factor equivalent to 0.6-Hz line broadening before

Fourier transformation, phased manually, and referenced with respect to
sodium trimethylsilyl-2,2,3,3-tetradeuteroproprionate at d = 0.0 ppm.
Proton-decoupled 31P spectra were acquired using a 90j pulse and a

30-second relaxation delay; typically 4K to 8K transients were acquired

per sample. The spectra were processed with a 2-Hz exponential
apodization function and chemical shifts were referenced to phosphocre-

atine (d = 0.0 ppm).
For in vivo 1H spectroscopy, animals were anesthetized by i.p.

administration of 0.39 mg/kg fentanyl citrate, 12.5 mg/kg fluanisone, and

5 mg/kg midazolam and immobilized in a quadrature volume coil (Varian,

Inc., Palo Alto, CA; length 8 cm, diameter 4 cm). Body temperature was

maintained by a flow of warm air through the magnet bore during the
experiment. Localized 1H spectra were acquired using a STEAM pulse

sequence incorporating asymmetrical excitation pulses, outer-volume

saturation, and CHESS-type water saturation pulses before the first 90j
pulse (1 ms) and during the mixing time. Spectra were collected into 32K
complex data points, with a spectral bandwidth of 8 kHz, and are the sum of

512 transients, collected in 32 blocks of 16 transients, with echo time = 10ms,

mixing time = 50 ms, and repetition time = 4 seconds. The position of the
voxel, which had a volume off30 AL (3 � 3 � 3 mm), was selected from a

multislice pilot spin-echo image (repetition time = 500 ms; echo time = 30

ms; field-of-view, 3.5 � 3.5 cm; slice thickness, 2 mm; 256 data points, 128

increments with 2 transients per increment; 11 contiguous slices) and was
chosen to avoid contamination from surrounding tissue. Signal intensities

were normalized to the total spectral integral between 0.5 and 4 ppm.

Data analysis. The 1H spectra of cell extracts were divided into bins of

equal width and the total signal within each bin integrated, thus converting
the spectra into a numerical object suitable for multivariate data analysis.

A bin width of 0.01 ppm was used and the spectra integrated between

d = 9.5 and 0.5 ppm, excluding the region 5.0 to 4.5 ppm, which contained
the suppressed water proton resonance, resulting in each spectrum being
reduced to a vector of length 850. The binned spectra were normalized such

that the total spectral integral was set to be equal for all the spectra. The

data were then transformed by log (n i + 0.3); the value 0.3 was chosen to
remove the overall correlation between signal intensity (i.e., metabolite

concentration) and variance, as discussed in ref. 20. The mean-centered

data were then analyzed by principal component analysis using the

covariance matrix.

Microarray analysis. Microarray experiments were done using the

CodeLink UniSet Human 20K Bioarray platform (GE Healthcare). Briefly,

RNA was obtained from HCT116 and two p300� clones (clones p300�1 and
p300�2), grown in serum-containing medium to 70% confluence. Double-

stranded cDNA and subsequent biotin-labeled cRNA were synthesized from

2 Ag of total RNA using the CodeLink Expression Assay Kit, following the
instructions of the manufacturer. Hybridizations with CodeLink Bioarrays
were done for 20.5 hours at 37jC using 10 Ag of fragmented cRNA. Bioarrays
were stained with Cy5-streptavidin (GE Healthcare) and scanned using an

Agilent G2565BA scanner (Agilent Technologies, Geneva, Switzerland). Four

technical replicate arrays were analyzed for HCT116 and three for each of
two p300� clones. Data analysis was done using the R statistical package and
environment for statistical computing and graphics (R: A Language and

Environment for Statistical Computing). We used the R software package
called LIMMA3 for various exploratory graphics and the analysis of

differentially expressed genes (21). The final analysis was based on log 2

transformed foreground intensities (with no background correction) after

quantile normalization across all arrays for the single-channel data from
each array. A linear model was used to combine replicate arrays and

appropriate contrasts were constructed to estimate the overall differential

expression for each gene between the p300� knockout and wild-type samples
(22). The empirical Bayes method was used to obtain a B-statistic for ranking
the genes for evidence of differential expression (22) and a volcano plot was

used to visualize the results for differentially expressed genes.

Results

NMR analysis of cells grown in serum-containing medium.
NMR analysis was done on HCT116 and three independently
targeted p300� clones grown in serum-enriched medium and in
exponential phase growth (70% confluent). Extracts of these cells
showed multiple resonances, some of which could be assigned to
specific metabolites (Fig. 1). Principal component analysis was
used to compare metabolite profiles from the different cell types.
The spectra were binned, as described in Materials and Methods,
and the intensity of each bin normalized to the total spectral
integral. This eliminates the effects of differences in cell number
and possible differences in the efficiency of metabolite extraction.
Based on principal component analyses of the bin intensities, the

3 http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/limma/.

Figure 2. Principal component analysis scores plots showing separation of HCT116 wild-type and p300� cells. A, cells grown in serum-enriched media. B, cells
grown in serum-free media. Open circles, HCT116 wild-type; filled symbols, p300� cells. The different symbols for p300� cells represent three independently targeted
deletion clones. C, analysis of combined data from both normal and serum-free conditions. Ellipses show the spread of points; the center of the ellipse marks the
mean; and the size of the ellipse represents the SD (the three p300� clones are considered as a single group in this analysis). The ‘‘HCT116’’ and ‘‘p300�’’ ellipses
represent the cells grown on serum-enriched medium; the ‘‘HCT116sf’’ and ‘‘p300� sf’’ ellipses represent the cells grown on serum-free medium.
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cell lines clustered into two distinct groups, which differed in their
p300 status (Fig. 2A). (Principal components 1 and 2 accounted for
46% of the variance in the data set. Lower principal component
were also examined but no patterns related to p300 status were
observed, and hence only the results for principal components
1 and 2 are shown.) Therefore, metabolite profiling had sufficient
specificity to differentiate p300 status in otherwise isogenic cell
lines.
Principal component analysis loading plots were used to

determine which metabolites seemed to be specifically affected
by p300 deletion (Fig. 3A). p300� cells showed an increase in a
nicotinamide-related compound (based on the pattern of the
aromatic 1H resonances), as well as a decrease in the concen-
trations of glutamate and glutamine (compared with wild-type
HCT116 cells).
NMR analysis of cells grown in serum-free medium. To

determine whether changes in metabolite profiles caused by p300
deletion were context dependent, NMR analyses were conducted

on cell lines grown under serum-free conditions. Previous experi-
ments had shown that HCT116 wild-type and p300� cells have
radically different growth characteristics, depending on the
presence or absence of FCS in the growth medium. The doubling
times of HCT116 were 18.8 F 0.6 hours with serum and 43.4 F 2.2
hours in serum-free medium, whereas for p300� cells, the removal
of serum has much less of an effect on growth rate, where the
doubling times were 28.0 F 2 and 34.6 F 1.7 hours, respectively.
In this set of experiments, principal component analysis showed

that NMR spectra obtained from HCT116 wild-type cells still
clustered separately from p300� cells, along principal component 1
(Fig. 2B). When principal component analysis plots from both sets
of experiments (in serum-enriched and serum-free media) were
combined, a distinct pattern emerged (Fig. 2C). The cell lines were
clearly separated along the principal component 1 axis according
to the composition of the growth medium (serum-enriched versus
serum-free). The loading plot for principal component 1 in Fig. 2C
is shown in Fig. 3B , which shows that phosphocholine (PCho) was
significantly higher in cells grown in the presence of serum. In
addition, the samples were separated along the principal
component 2 axis according to p300 status. This implies that
there is a metabolite profile or signature defining p300 deletion,
which is independent of the overall metabolic conditions imposed
by the different growth medium. In addition, principal component
analysis shows very clearly that the relative metabolic effects of
p300 deletion are greater under serum-free conditions (Fig. 2C).
The loading plot for the principal component 2 axis in Fig. 2C is
shown in Fig. 3C , which shows that the N-methyl peak from
choline-containing compounds [PCho and glycerophosphocholine
(GPC)] is significantly higher in the p300� cells.
Changes identified in the loading plots were verified by visual

inspection of the NMR spectra (Fig. 4). This revealed that the
changes in the choline region of the spectrum observed on the
loading plot were due to a singlet resonance, at d = 3.24, which was
significantly increased in p300� cells. This singlet, which we have
assigned to GPC, was partially overlapping with the singlet
resonance from PCho. Their identities were confirmed by adding
the respective pure compounds to extracts and acquiring further
NMR spectra. In addition, 31P NMR spectra of the pooled samples
confirmed that the GPC peak (singlet at 2.85 ppm) was increased in
the p300� compared with control samples (Fig. 4C). Multivariate
analysis did not identify this increase in GPC, as the bin resolution
was insufficient to distinguish the GPC resonance from the larger
singlet resonance of PCho. To provide a quantitative measure of the
differences between the cell lines, 1H N-methyl resonances from
PCho and GPC were integrated manually. Considering all the
p300� clones as a group, our data showed that for cells grown in
the presence of serum, the concentration of GPC was increased
2.1-fold as a consequence of p300 gene deletion. This increase
was significant (P = 0.00017, t test). PCho levels were unaffected
(P = 0.47).
Metabolic changes caused by serum deprivation were also

immediately apparent from visual inspection of the spectra. The
N-methyl resonances from both PCho and GPC were greatly
reduced in HCT116 parental cells under serum-free conditions. In
contrast, there were no differences in PCho and GPC concen-
trations for the p300� cells under these different growth
conditions. These differences were readily apparent in the 31P
spectra of the pooled cell extracts used for the 1H NMR
experiments (Fig. 4C). These 31P spectra also suggest that
glycerophosphoethanolamine (at 3.45 ppm) is elevated in the

Figure 3. Principal component analysis loading plots showing variables
associated with differences between HCT116 wild-type and p300� cells. A, cells
grown in serum-enriched media. Loading plot for principal component 1 in
Fig. 2A . B, plot showing the effect of growth in serum-free media. Loading plot
for principal component 1 in Fig. 2C . C, combined data from growth of cells
in serum-rich and serum-free conditions. Loading plot for principal component
2 in Fig. 2C . Glu, glutamate. Gln, glutamine.
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p300� cells relative to controls in the presence of serum but is
decreased in serum-free conditions.
NMR analysis of xenografted tumors in severe combined

immunodeficient mice. To determine if the metabolite signature
for p300 deletion was maintained in tumor xenografts, HCT116
and p300� cells were implanted to form s.c. tumors in severe
combined immunodeficient mice. GPC was not detectable in
localized 31P spectra obtained from the tumors (data not shown)
and was only detectable in the 31P spectra of four tumor extracts
(three of eight p300� tumor extracts and one of six HCT116
control tumor extracts; data not shown). Principal component
analysis of the 1H spectra of the tumor extracts failed to reveal
a difference between the p300� and HCT116 tumors (data not
shown). However, the localized in vivo 1H spectra revealed a
marked difference, with the relative intensity of the peak at
3.2 ppm from choline-containing compounds being significantly
higher in the p300� tumors (P = 0.0068, t test) as compared with
the HCT116 control tumors (Fig. 5). There was also a decrease in
the lipid methylene signal at 1.3 ppm in the p300� tumors but
no significant differences in the intensities of the lipid signals at
0.9, 2.0, and 2.2 ppm.

Gene expression analysis of cells grown in serum-containing
medium. Previous data had suggested that choline metabolism
plays an important role in cancer cells. Given that p300� cells
in vitro consistently seem to have high levels of GPC and that
p300� tumors in vivo show changes in the relative levels of choline-
containing compounds, we decided to analyze the expression levels
of genes involved in choline metabolism in the isogenic pair of cell
lines. We had previously done microarray experiments using the
CodeLink UniSet Human 20K Bioarray platform to compare gene
expression levels of HCT116 and p300� cells. These experiments
were done using mRNA from HCT116 and two p300� clones, grown
to 70% confluence in serum-containing medium, similar to the
first set of NMR profiling experiments. Using this data set, we
examined the expression levels of genes for enzymes involved
in choline metabolism that were represented on this platform (see
Supplementary Table S1). An empirical Bayes method was used to
determine all genes significantly different between the two cell
lines, and these are displayed graphically in a volcano plot (Fig. 6A).
This data set shows that the transcript levels of the following
enzymes were significantly increased in p300� cells compared
with parental HCT116 cells: choline kinase, CTP:phosphocholine

Figure 4. 31P and 1H NMR spectra of perchloric acid extracts of HCT116 wild-type and p300� cells. The 1H spectra, showing the N -methyl resonances from
choline-containing compounds, were acquired from extracts prepared from HCT116 wild-type (A ) and p300� cells (B) grown in the presence of serum. Each plot
represents an independent experiment. The GPC resonance (3.245 ppm) is visible as a shoulder on the larger PCho resonance (3.235 ppm). The 31P spectra (C ) were
acquired from wild-type and p300� cells grown under the specified conditions. sf, cells that had been grown in serum-free medium.
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cytidylyltransferase 1A, choline phosphotransferase 1, phospholi-
pase A2 group VII, and phospholipase A2–activating protein.
Importantly, these enzymes represent a major component of the
choline metabolic pathway (Fig. 6B).

Discussion

Microarray profiling has shown that >300 transcripts are
differentially expressed in HCT116 cells as a result of p300 deletion,
and these genes include a number of metabolic enzymes.4

However, it is not currently possible to use these data to make
predictions of the metabolic consequences of p300 loss. Hence, a
comprehensive metabolic assessment—metabolomics—is neces-
sary to fully delineate the cellular phenotype resulting from p300
gene deletion. There is still debate over which analytic techniques
are most suitable to define the metabolite complement of a tissue
(23, 24). NMR is relatively insensitive compared with mass spec-
trometry and, consequently, only gives information on a relatively
small subset of the most abundant cellular metabolites. Nonethe-
less, it is evident that the patterns of these metabolites may be
sufficient to distinguish between cellular perturbations secondary
to genetic modifications, drug interaction, or changes in substrates
(16, 17, 23, 25–28). Despite the limitations of NMR-based
metabolite profiling, it had sufficient sensitivity to detect the
effects of deletion of a single gene, p300 , in an otherwise isogenic
background and consistently clustered the wild-type HCT116 cells
and the p300� clones.
A possible explanation for the sensitivity of NMR-based

metabolite profiling, sometimes even to subtle perturbation, may
lie in the interconnectedness of cellular networks in general and
metabolic networks in particular (29). Interestingly, the most highly
connected metabolites include a relatively large number that are
detectable by NMR in vivo or in cell or tissue extracts (30). Thus,
NMR-based metabolite profiling may be sensitive to specific
perturbations because these are propagated throughout the entire
metabolic network via the highly connected, and NMR-detectable,
nodes. However, a corollary of this is that it is difficult to relate the
observed metabolic changes to the specific perturbation that lies at

its origin, or, in other words, it is difficult to unambiguously assign
a mechanism based on metabolomic data alone. There are some
obvious exceptions to this general statement, when the altered
metabolites have a specific and clearly understood biological role
with respect to the perturbation; for example, glutathione
concentrations were shown to increase in Escherichia coli cells
in response to oxidative stress (31). Less obvious inferences may
also be possible: NMR-based profiling of hypoxia-inducible factor
1h knockout tumors was used to relate lowered ATP concentration
to a decrease in the concentrations of metabolites that serve as
precursors for purine biosynthesis (18, 19).
Defining the metabolic profiles of the parental HCT116 cells

and all three independently targeted p300� clones showed that
there were a number of metabolites that were significantly different
between these two groups. These differences included an increase
in a nicotinamide-related compound and a decrease in the
concentrations of glutamate and glutamine. The decrease in
glutamate and glutamine concentrations suggests that mitochon-
drial oxidation of these substrates may be increased. However, the
transcript levels of glutamate dehydrogenase (a mitochondrial
enzyme responsible for glutamate and glutamine utilization) were
reduced in p300� cells,4 which is inconsistent with this notion.
Instead, the changes in glutamate and glutamine levels may reflect
some wider perturbation of the metabolic network that has no
direct connection with p300 function, as glutamate is one of the
most highly connected compounds in cellular metabolism.
A different approach to the problem was afforded by conducting

similar experiments in cells grown in serum-free medium (Fig. 2).
This adjustment of growth conditions was expected to allow better
definition of those metabolic changes that are more specifically
related to p300 function. That medium composition has a greater
metabolic effect than p300 gene deletion is perhaps not surprising.
The lack of growth factors and hormones in the medium is likely to
have profound metabolic consequences. Regardless of the variabil-
ity imposed by medium composition, our data show that the two
isogenic cell lines still segregated into two distinct clusters. In
this case, however, we found that several ‘‘apparent biomarkers’’ of
p300 deletion are themselves context dependent, where some of
the metabolic differences observed in serum-containing medium
were no longer evident in the serum-free medium. For example, in
serum-free medium the resonances from the nicotinamide-related

Figure 5. Localized 1H spectra acquired from
HCT116 and p300� tumors. Spectra were
obtained using a STEAM sequence from HCT116
(A) and p300� tumors (B ). The spectra shown
are the mean F SE (displayed as a gray area
about the mean) of 7 HCT116 wild-type and
10 p300� tumors (5 tumors each of two different
p300� clones).

4 N.G. Iyer and C. Caldas, unpublished data.
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compound and glutamine/glutamate no longer had high loadings
in principal component analysis (Fig. 3B).
The increases in GPC concentration, however, were maintained

under both serum-enriched and serum-free growth conditions,
implying that GPC is a genuine biomarker of p300 deletion in the
cultured cells. The N-methyl resonances of GPC and PCho (the only
resonances clearly visible in the one-dimensional 1H spectrum)
are very close in frequency (chemical shift; see Fig. 4) and therefore
were not resolved by the spectral binning used to digitize the
spectra for principal component analysis. Therefore, we integrated
the GPC and PCho resonances manually. The increases in GPC
levels were confirmed by acquiring 31P NMR spectra from the
pooled extracts used for the 1H NMR experiments, in which the
resonances of GPC and PCho are well resolved (Fig. 4C).
GPC is produced from phosphatidylcholine by the sequential

actions of phospholipase A2, to give 1-acylglycerophosphocholine,
and then lysophospholipase 1, to give GPC (see Fig. 6). GPC
and glycerophosphoethanolamine are generally considered to be
markers of phospholipid breakdown (32). Previously it has been
shown that GPC levels were reduced in breast cancer cells
compared with normal human mammary epithelial cells, and that
this was correlated with decreased transcript levels for phospho-

lipase A2 and lysophospholipase (33). An increase in PCho was
similarly correlated with an increase in choline kinase levels. Thus,
these previous results clearly pointed to an increased flux from
choline to phosphatidylcholine but a decreased flux from
phosphatidylcholine to GPC; instead, there was an increased flux
from phosphatidylcholine back to PCho via phospholipase C. In
the current study, we observed an increase in GPC but not PCho in
the p300� cells, coupled with a general increase in transcription
levels for choline-metabolizing enzymes (choline kinase, CTP:phos-
phocholine cytidyltransferase, choline phosphotransferase 1, phos-
pholipase A2–activating protein, and phospholipase A2 group VII;
see Supplementary Table S1 and Fig. 6). There were no significant
changes in phospholipase D or phospholipase C transcript levels.
The most parsimonious explanation, consistent with the above
observations, is that the overall flux of choline metabolism from
choline to GPC through phosphatidylcholine was increased as a
result of p300 deletion. p300 acts as a transcriptional cofactor for
hypoxia-inducible factor 1 and it has previously been shown that
tumors derived from a hepatoma line lacking hypoxia-inducible
factor 1 also exhibited an increase in GPC levels (18). Changes
in the levels of disparate metabolites are thought to reflect the
interconnectedness of metabolic pathways (30); however, the

Figure 6. Differential expression of genes affecting
choline metabolism in p300� and wild-type HCT116 cells.
A, volcano plot showing gene expression profiling of all
genes on the array. Genes encoding enzymes involved in
choline phospholipid metabolism that showed significantly
different expression levels between p300� and HCT116
wild-type cells are in highlighted in bold. The X -axis
represents M, which is a measure of differential expression
between p300� and HCT116 cells; the Y -axis represents
B, which is the statistical likelihood of the difference.
B, pathways of choline metabolism. Metabolites are
shown in boxes and the enzymes responsible for their
interconversion are shown beside the connecting arrows.
Vertical arrows, significant up-regulation of the transcript
for the enzyme in p300� cells (based on the microarray
experiments). For those enzymes shown in italics,
there was no significant difference in transcript levels
between the wild-type HCT116 and p300� cells.
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results of this study and a previous study (33), in which changes in
GPC concentration have been observed, suggest that in the case of
the choline metabolites, this interconnectedness may be mediated
at the level of the transcription network.
Differences in choline metabolism were also observed in vivo in

the tumors formed following s.c. implantation of HCT116 and
p300� cells. Localized 1H spectra showed that the peak at 3.2 ppm,
which is largely from choline-containing compounds, was higher in
the p300� tumors as compared with the HCT116 controls. There
was also a change in lipid composition, with a significant reduction
in the methylene peak at 1.3 ppm in the p300� tumors (see Fig. 5).
These differences observed in vivo in the tumor levels of choline-
containing compounds and in lipid composition could potentially
be used for future in vivo NMR diagnostic applications, such as
detecting p300 mutations or therapeutic p300 inhibition (34).
Although GPC seemed to be a robust biomarker of p300 deletion

in HCT116 cells, it is unlikely to be useful in the detection of
p300 mutation or inhibition in vivo . GPC was not detectable by
in vivo 31P NMR measurements on p300� tumors, and although a
N-methyl resonance was observed in the in vivo 1H NMR spectra at
3.2 ppm, the GPC and PCho resonances were not resolved.
Moreover, we were unable to detect a difference in GPC levels
in tumor extracts (data not shown), although this may reflect
heterogeneity of the tumors (the in vivo data were acquired from
an f30 AL voxel) or inadequate tumor extraction leading to
irreproducible metabolite profiles. The latter problem may be
addressable in future studies by using magic angle spinning of solid
tumor samples. Furthermore, GPC is unlikely to be a unique
biomarker of p300 deletion because changes in GPC levels
have been observed in response to many different cellular stresses,
including low pH, cytotoxic compounds, and radiation damage
(32, 35–40).
There is a substantial body of work showing that choline-

containing compounds, in particular PCho, are elevated both in
tumors and in cell cultures derived from tumors (reviewed in
ref. 35). PCho and choline compounds are considered to be
proliferation markers, and there is often a switch from a high to a
low GPC/PCho ratio during carcinogenesis. In addition, high PCho
is also correlated with a high invasiveness phenotype (32). We
observed here that PCho levels were correlated with growth when
the cell lines were grown in different media. For HCT116 wild-type
cells, there was a dramatic reduction in PCho levels together with
reduced growth rates as a result of serum deprivation (Fig. 4).
A reduction in PCho has also been observed in MCF7 breast cancer

cells treated with tumor necrosis factor to induce cell cycle arrest
and apoptosis; in this case, the reduction in PCho levels was caused
by a simultaneous reduction in choline transport and an increase
in CTP:phosphocholine cytidyltransferase activity (41). It is possible
that a similar mechanism was operating in this current study.
Conversely, PCho levels were unaffected when p300� cells were
cultured in serum-free medium, where there was a much more
modest decrease in growth rate. A possible explanation for
increased PCho levels in these cells could be up-regulated choline
kinase activity, the transcript levels for which were observed to
increase in p300� cells in serum-containing medium. Choline
kinase transcription has previously been observed to correlate with
31P NMR–detectable PCho in breast cancer cells (33) and has been
suggested to be a potential therapeutic target (42, 43).
Global profiling ‘‘omic’’ techniques often pick up many variables

that respond to a biological perturbation, many of which reflect
downstream or correlated, but noncausative, differences. Indeed,
it has been shown that the transcripts most responsive to a gene
deletion are generally those that show the highest overall variability,
and hence would be very poor biomarkers (44); the same is likely to
be true of metabolites. If simple experimental modulations, such as
changing medium composition, can be used to prioritize metab-
olites (or mRNAs or proteins) for further study by selecting those
that are affected under the greatest range of physiologic conditions,
this approach could be of great general significance (45).
In summary, data presented here have shown that NMR-based

metabolic profiling has the power to discriminate single gene
alterations and identify biomarkers, which potentially can function
as surrogates for the genetic event. Moreover, we have shown
that these surrogates can be detected noninvasively in vivo . This
approach could be extended to identify markers that correlate with
common cancer mutations (e.g., p53), with potential diagnostic
applications. Because it is often difficult to distinguish the
functions of p300 and CREB-binding protein, it would also be
interesting to compare the metabolic effects of CREB-binding
protein and p300 deletion.
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